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ABSTRACT Vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) can substantially improve traffic safety and efficiency
by providing a communication platform between vehicles and roadside units (RSUs) to share real-time
information on traffic and road conditions. Two essential security requirements for VANETS are data
authentication and the preservation of the privacy of vehicle owners. Conditional privacy-preserving
authentication (CPPA) schemes address both of these security requirements. The existing CPPA schemes
either require a tamper-resistant device (TRD), which is vulnerable to key exposure based on physical
attacks, or require continuous communications of vehicles with RSUs, which significantly increases the
communication overhead. This paper addresses both of these problems by proposing a provable secure,
and efficient CPPA scheme. We prove the privacy-preserving property of our scheme in the random oracle
model and show that it offers anonymity, unlinkability, and tamper detection even if a physical attacker
succeeds in compromising an individual OBU. Moreover, the performance analysis of our scheme shows
a substantial improvement in communication cost, especially in comparison with RSU-aided schemes that
require continuous vehicle communication with roadside units and a Trusted Authority (TA).
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INDEX TERMS Vehicular ad-hoc networks, privacy-preserving schemes, provable security, authentication,
physically secure, fail-stop signature.

I. INTRODUCTION16

Many road accidents are caused by the lack of timely infor-17

mation to the vehicle’s drivers, resulting in inappropriate18

or delayed responses to unexpected situations. Vehicular19

Ad-hoc NETworks (VANETs) can increase safety by trans-20

mitting relevant information to drivers in a timely way.21

Four entities are involved in these networks: drivers (users),22

On-Board Units (OBU) in vehicles, Road-Side Units (RSU),23

and a Trusted Authority (TA) [1]. A Tamper Resistant24
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Device (TRD) or Trusted Platform Module (TPM) can be 25

embedded in OBUs. Vehicle drivers are authenticated with 26

a password, a smart card, or a security token (e.g., stored 27

on a smartphone). OBUs and RSUs can establish Vehicle- 28

to-Vehicle (V-2-V) and Vehicle-to-RSU (V-2-R) communi- 29

cations, and RSUs can communicate with the TA over the 30

internet (Figure 1). Each vehicle acts as a node in these 31

networks and sends the information to its closest neighbors. 32

One of the major concerns in these networks is how 33

to authenticate the sender while protecting the anonymity 34

of vehicles and their drivers. The existing authentication 35

schemes for vehicular ad-hoc networks can be categorized 36
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into two categories; symmetric-encryption-based schemes37

and asymmetric-encryption-based schemes. Symmetric-38

encryption-based schemes usually have lower computation39

costs. However, they do not provide public verification and40

irrefutability properties. Some examples of these schemes41

are [1], [2], [3], and [4], the first two of which have high42

communication costs because of the vehicle’s continuous43

communication with RSUs.44

Asymmetric-encryption-based schemes can also be cat-45

egorized into schemes based on Public-Key Infrastruc-46

ture (PKI) and Identity-based schemes. Identity-based47

schemes usually have lower communication and computa-48

tional costs compared to PKI-based schemes [5], [6], [7],49

which makes them attractive for VANETs. The disadvantage50

is that a single central party (or a distributed set of such par-51

ties) has full knowledge of all secrets. The traditional CPPA52

schemes which use tamper-resistant devices such as [8], [9],53

and [10] are some examples of identity-based schemes. The54

advantage of the schemes introduced in [8], [9], and [10] is55

their low computational cost obtained by avoiding expensive56

bilinear maps. Moreover, the ideas presented in [8] have57

been used in other schemes like [11], [12], [13], [14], [15],58

and [16].59

The main issue of TRD-aided CPPA schemes [8], [9], [10]60

is their strong assumption on the security of these devices61

w.r.t. physical attacks. However, it is well known that side-62

channel and fault injection attacks can extract secret key63

material from tamper-resistant devices [17], [18]. Although64

the researches in [4], [14], [19], [20], [21], [22], and [23]65

tried to address this problem, their proposed schemes, which66

we call RSU-aided schemes, require continuous vehicle com-67

munications with RSUs and the TA. This imposes high com-68

munication costs on the network. Since traffic emergency69

messages need an ultra-low transmission delay, the delay70

caused by these continuous communications makes these71

schemes impractical for VANETs. Wei et al. in [24] have also72

addressed the physical security of TRDs by introducing a new73

CPPA scheme in which TRDs of unrevoked vehicles update74

their private key securely using Shamir’s secret sharing algo-75

rithm [25], [26]. Updating the key can reduce the opportunity76

for and impact of a physical attack; however, if such an attack77

recovers a private key from a single OBU, the attacker can78

quickly obtain newly updated keys using the previous key or79

can even update other vehicles’ private key on behalf of the80

TA using the private key recovered from a single TRD.81

One can also classify VANET security solutions based82

on other aspects, such as the use of blockchain [27], [28],83

Machine Learning [29], [30], edge computing [29], [30],84

or the 5G infrastructure [30], [31]. Blockchain-based85

schemes build on distributed trust and may not require86

trust in a central authority; whey they offer transparency,87

decentralization, and security, their design has some chal-88

lenges, such as storage space, energy efficiency, and delay89

[32], [33]. Machine learning (ML) algorithms are used in var-90

ious applications and play an essential role in creating next-91

generation systems. However, as indicated in [34], to achieve92

FIGURE 1. The architecture of vehicular ad-hoc networks [8].

its full potential in VANET, many challenges need to be 93

addressed, such as requiring sufficiently large datasets for a 94

high-scale and heterogeneous network and the development 95

of an appropriate model for collected data; these challenges 96

show that using ML in VANETs still needs further investiga- 97

tion. Lai et al. [31] present the infrastructure of 5G-enabled 98

vehicular networks and introduce the essential security and 99

privacy aspects of 5G-V2X; however, as indicated in [31] 100

and [34], despite the great success of 5G-V2X in developing 101

the next generation of VANETs, the security of the overall 102

architecture is still questionable. Cui et al. [29] proposed 103

a privacy-preserving data downloading scheme by adopting 104

the concept of edge computing for VANETs, and Zhang et 105

al. [30] proposed an authentication scheme by combining 106

5G technology and edge computing. As mentioned in [35] 107

and [36] similar to RSU-aided schemes, [29] impose a high 108

communicational cost to the system, and once the TRDs of 109

the proposed scheme in [30] fall into the single point of 110

failure, the entire network faces privacy disclosure. 111

A. OUR CONTRIBUTIONS 112

This paper first shows the shortcomings of existing CPPA 113

schemes. Then, it proposes a new efficient privacy- 114

preserving authentication scheme for VANETs that com- 115

bines the advantages of both traditional and recently 116

introduced CPPA schemes with additional security and 117

privacy requirements such as anonymity and unlinkabil- 118

ity without increasing the performance costs. In addition, 119

the scheme is robust against the compromise of individual 120

TRDs. 121

The main advantages of our scheme compared to 122

RSU-aided and TRD-aided CPPA schemes can be summa- 123

rized as follows: 124

• Our proposal does not require continuous vehicle com- 125

munication with RSUs and the TA, resulting in a more 126

efficient scheme than the existing RSU-aided schemes. 127

• By adding tamper detection to existing CPPA schemes, 128

the security and privacy requirements (namely, revealing 129

and revoking the identity of the users who break the 130

rules, detecting forged messages, preserving the identity 131

of other vehicles, and untraceability and unlinkability of 132
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FIGURE 2. An overview of traditional TRD-aided CPPA schemes [8], [9], [10], [24].

vehicles) are satisfied even if the private key of an OBU133

is revealed.134

• The opportunity for and impact of physical attacks is135

reduced with a private key updating mechanism.136

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces137

the traditional CPPA schemes based on tamper-resistant138

devices and the recently introduced RSU-aided CPPA139

schemes. We also discuss their vulnerabilities and deficien-140

cies. In Sect. III, we introduce our new scheme. Section IV141

is dedicated to the security and performance analysis of our142

scheme. We conclude the paper in Sect. V.143

II. RELATED WORK144

This section provides a brief overview of the most impor-145

tant Conditional Privacy-Preserving Authentication (CPPA)146

schemes introduced in [4], [8], [9], [10], [14], [19], [20],147

[21], and [24], and shows their vulnerability. Traditional148

TRD-aided CPPA schemes have been introduced in [8], [9],149

and [10]. These schemes can be used for both Vehicle to Vehi-150

cle (V-2-V) and Vehicle to Road Side Unit (V-2-R) commu-151

nications. One of the advantages of these schemes is V-2-V152

authentication without the RSU’s intervention, which leads153

to a reduced communication overhead.154

A. REVIEW OF TYPICAL TRD-AIDED CPPA SCHEMES155

These schemes usually consist of three phases:156

1) INITIALIZATION157

in this phase, the TA sets up the network. It first generates the158

public and private parameters, including the system private159

key SK , the corresponding public key Ppub, and each vehi-160

cle’s real identity RIDj. Then, the TA publishes the public161

parameters in the network and stores SK in each vehicle’s162

TRD together with the identity RIDj of the vehicle. A security163

token is also stored in the TRD to authenticate the drivers164

(it could, for example, be a salted hash of a user password).165

2) ANONYMOUS IDENTITY AND SIGNATURE GENERATION 166

in this phase, the TRD authenticates the vehicle’s owner by 167

checking the stored parameters in the security token and 168

generates an anonymous identity and a signature for each 169

message that it sends. To this end, OBU j uses Ppub and RIDj 170

to generate the Anonymous ID AIDij for the i-th message. 171

Knowledge of SK is required to derive the value of RIDj by 172

having an AID. After generating AIDij, the OBU j signs the 173

message Mi, AIDij, and the time stamp Ti using the private 174

key SK stored in its TRD. 175

σij = sigSK (Mi| |Ti| |AIDij). (1) 176

Finally, theOBU j broadcasts σij| |Mi| |Ti| |Ti| |AIDij) to the 177

nearest RSU and to the other neighboring vehicles. 178

3) MESSAGE VERIFICATION 179

in this phase, the OBU can verify the messages in single 180

and batch mode using the public key Ppub. Figure 2 gives an 181

overview of TRD-aided CPPA schemes. The continuous and 182

temporary communications are depicted by solid and dashed 183

lines, respectively. 184

B. VULNERABILITIES OF TRD-AIDED CPPA SCHEMES 185

Bayat et al. introduced an ID-based CPPA scheme, the secu- 186

rity of which is based on tamper-resistant devices [9]. Subse- 187

quently, He et al. [8] and Zhong et al. [10] improved its effi- 188

ciency. The security of these three schemes has been formally 189

proved. The authors have shown that if the OBU devices 190

are tamper-resistant, the scheme is secure against imper- 191

sonation, message modification, man-in-the-middle, identity 192

disclosure, and replay attacks. Moreover, it has been shown 193

that only the trusted authority can find out the real identity 194

of the vehicles that break the rules. However, it has been 195

assumed in [14], [21], and [24] that the secret value stored in a 196

tamper-resistant device can be revealed, for example, through 197
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physical attacks: in this case, the security of all mentioned198

schemes is compromised.199

As indicated in Sec. II.B, in TRD-aided schemes, the entity200

with SK can obtain the RIDj corresponding to an AID. Thus,201

by extracting the secret value SK , a physical attacker can find202

the real identities of all other vehicles from their Anonymous203

IDs and track them. Moreover, she can impersonate any204

vehicle in the network and signmessages on their behalf using205

the obtained SK .206

Moreover, these schemes do not provide any solution for207

detecting whether a device has been tampered with or not.208

Therefore, none of the vehicles can prove that they have not209

sent the forged message. Even if there is a solution to detect210

the compromised devices, in the case of a compromisedOBU,211

all the stored secret values need to be updated.212

In 2021, Wei et al. [24] tried to address this problem by213

updating SK . Although this method does reduce the attack214

surface, an attacker who recovers a single private key will still215

quickly obtain newly updated keys using the previous key;216

this shows that the update approach has strong limitations.217

The other vulnerability of [24] is that the TA uses the stored218

private key in TRDs, to sign the private key updatingmessage;219

hence an attacker who recovers a privacy key from a single220

TRD will be able to send a private key updating message on221

behalf of the TA to all other vehicles.222

C. REVIEW OF TYPICAL RSU-AIDED CPPA SCHEMES223

RSU-aided CPPA schemes [1], [4], [14], [19], [20], [21], [22]224

are ID-based schemes that support V-2-V and V-2-R com-225

munications. These schemes have the same four entities226

involved and, in most cases, authenticate drivers using a smart227

card. They typically consist of the following five phases228

(see Figure 3 for an overview):229

1) USER REGISTRATION PHASE230

Each OBU and each user’s smart card must be registered with231

the TA once. Here, it is assumed that during registration, there232

is a secure channel between the TA and the OBU and the TA233

and the user. Also, it is assumed that only authorized users234

can register with the TA (and thus, an adversary is not able to235

do so).236

2) USER LOGIN PHASE237

In this phase, each user Uj inserts a valid smart card in its238

OBU. It is assumed that a protocol for entity authentication239

is executed that resists replay attacks.240

3) USER AUTHENTICATION PHASE241

Each time an OBU with IDj enters the range of a new RSU,242

it must be authenticated with the TA. After that, the OBU243

obtains a session key shared with the RSU (notice that each244

vehicle obtains a different key compared to other vehicles245

in the range of that RSU, and the RSU acts here as an246

intermediary between OBUs and the TA).247

4) DATA AUTHENTICATION PHASE 248

In this phase, the OBUs communicate with each other and 249

authenticate the transmitted data using the secret session key 250

shared in the previous phase. 251

5) PASSWORD CHANGING PHASE 252

In this phase, the vehicle owner who notices her password has 253

been compromised attempts to change her password saved in 254

the smart card. 255

D. SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF 256

RSU-AIDED CPPA SCHEMES 257

Aghabagherloo et al. have shown in [4] that the schemes of 258

[19] and [20] do not provide unlinkability of messages trans- 259

mittedwithin the range of a single RSU since the verifiermust 260

use a parameter of the previous message to validate the new 261

message. The scheme of [14] has solved this problem using 262

a Bloom filter with the interposition of the RSU; however, 263

it requires permanent communication between the OBU and 264

the RSU in all V-2-V communications. Moreover, the scheme 265

in [19] does not provide any solution to change the password. 266

The scheme of [14] satisfiesmost of the security requirements 267

for VANETs. However, similar to [19] and [20], the perma- 268

nent communications of the vehicles with RSUs make the 269

scheme highly inefficient. These RSU-aided schemes offload 270

the overhead to RSUs and require the dense deployment of 271

RSU [16]. 272

Another issue with the schemes of [19] and [20] is that 273

the TA cannot revoke registered IDs that violate the terms 274

of service since they do not employ a registration list. 275

In 2021 Zhang et al. [23] designed a Chinese remainder 276

theorem (CRT) based CPPA scheme in VANETs. Although 277

this scheme needs a realistic TRD, and the master key of 278

the system does not need to be preloaded into the OBUs, 279

similar to RSU-aided schemes, the necessity of obtaining the 280

secret domain key from TA imposes a high communication 281

cost. 282

Pournaghi et al. [26] proposed a scheme that combines 283

RSU-aided and TRD-aided solutions. Their scheme has the 284

property that when a vehicle wants to enter a new RSU 285

range, it should authenticate itself to the RSU, and then the 286

OBU receives a temporary key from the RSU. Although this 287

scheme does not need continuous communication of RSUs 288

with TA, it does not solve the main problem of RSU-aided 289

schemes, which is the necessity of permanent communica- 290

tion of OBUs with RSUs. In fact, in this scheme, RUSs are 291

considered as fully trusted parties, similar to TA. The other 292

weakness of this scheme is that the messages sent by OBUs 293

do not contain any timestamp, and the transmitted messages 294

are valid until the expiration of Ts (Timestamp of the RSU). 295

This can enable a replay attack during the validity period 296

of Ts. To tackle this problem, the timestamp of RSUs must 297

be updated regularly, which will impose high communication 298

costs. 299
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FIGURE 3. An overview of RSU-aided CPPA schemes [1], [4], [14], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23].

TABLE 1. Notation.

III. THE PROPOSED SCHEME300

As mentioned in Section II, traditional CPPA schemes take301

advantage of a tamper-resistant device in their design. While302

these schemes are efficient, the compromise of a single303

OBU undermines the security of the complete system. More-304

over, RSU-aided CPPA schemes have high computational305

and communication overheads since they require continuous306

communication between the vehicles and RSUs as well as307

vehicles and the TA.308

Here, we propose a novel CPPA scheme with improved309

security and efficiency. Similar to the other schemes, our310

scheme consists of the following entities:311

A. TRUSTED AUTHORITY (TA)312

This entity is responsible for generating public parameters of313

the network. It is the only entity that can figure out the real314

identity of the vehicles.315

B. ROAD SIDE UNITS (RSUs)316

These entities are in wireless communication with other enti-317

ties in the network. They can authenticate the transmitted318

messages or send specific messages to the TA.319

C. ON-BOARD UNITS (OBUs) 320

Each vehicle can generate an authenticated message or 321

authenticate the messages received from other vehicles. 322

We assume that a secret value has been stored in each OBU, 323

but we consider that information can leak from OBU. 324

Unlike RSU-aided CPPA schemes, there is no need for 325

continuous communication between the other entities and 326

the TA in our scheme. Also, tampering with the OBU and 327

extracting secret keys does not compromise the full scheme. 328

However, our scheme has a process in which suspicious 329

messages are verified with the TA: this requires a few rounds 330

of communication between OBU and TA and results in the 331

revocation of OBUs whose secrets have been exposed; this is 332

amajor improvement over earlier TRD-aided CPPA schemes. 333

In other words, our proposed scheme combines the good 334

properties of both types of schemes. Thus, unlike TRD- 335

aided CPPA, information leakage from the OBU does not 336

compromise the security properties of our scheme, and unlike 337

RSU-aided schemes, there is no need for a continuous con- 338

nection between vehicles and the TA and RSUs. 339

Our proposed scheme runs in four phases (Figure 4): 340

1. Initialization; 2. Anonymous ID and signature generation; 341
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3. Message verification; 4. Forgery notification and detection342

of impersonated messages. In addition, a private key updating343

algorithm is described at the end of this section: this algorithm344

mitigate the impact of physical attacks. The private key updat-345

ing algorithm has been inspired by the algorithm proposed346

in [24], but we have used SKTA instead of the stored private347

key in OBUs to sign the private key updating message, which348

enhances security.349

We describe our scheme in an ECC group as an example,350

but it can be applied in any generic group of prime order in351

which the discrete logarithm problem is hard.352

D. INITIALIZATION353

this phase consists of the following steps:354

The TA generates two prime numbers p and q, as well as355

the elliptic curve E defined as:356

y2 = x3 + ax + bmod p a, b ∈ Fp. (2)357

The TA chooses a point P of order q on the elliptic curve E ,358

and defines the cyclic group G as the subgroup generated359

by < P >. Also, the TA chooses as a private key a random360

number SKTA ∈R Z∗q and computes the corresponding master361

public key:362

PKTA = SKTA · P. (3)363

The TA categorizes the vehicles into k clusters and gener-364

ates a secret key for each cluster by picking a random integer365

SK t ∈R Z∗q . SK t is securely stored in the OBU of all vehicles366

in that cluster. In this regard, first, we categorize vehicles367

according to their location of registration, and then we put368

each type of vehicle in one cluster. For example, we can369

group the vehicles of one country into emergency vehicles370

such as ambulances or fire engines, police cars, and rescue371

vehicles, and other types of vehicles such as passenger cars,372

vans, buses, and trucks.373

Next, the public key corresponding to each cluster is gen-374

erated by the TA as follows:375

PK t = SK t · P. (4)376

Then the TA defines the following four cryptographic hash377

functions:378

h1 : {0, 1}∗→ {0, 1}∗ (5)379

h2 : G→ Zq (6)380

h3 : {0, 1}∗→ Zq (7)381

h4 : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ × G× {0, 1}∗→ Zq. (8)382

These hash functions are assumed to be (second) preimage383

resistant and collision-resistant; in our security proof, they384

will be modeled as Random Oracles (ROs).385

The TA assigns a fixed identity RIDjt and a secret key386

Kjt to the j-th vehicle in the t-th cluster and puts them in387

the corresponding security token to the j-th vehicle. Then,388

the tuple (h1(RIDjt ,Kjt ), SK t ) is stored in the OBU of that389

vehicle.390

Finally, the following public parameters are sent to all the 391

entities in the network (OBUs and RSUs): 392

parameters = {p, q, a, b,P,PKTA,PK t , 393

1 ≤ t ≤ k, h1, h2, h3, h4} . 394

E. ANONYMOUS IDENTITY AND SIGNATURE GENERATION 395

in this phase, the user is authenticated; next, the OBU gen- 396

erates the anonymous identity and signature to produce an 397

authenticated message through the following steps. 398

The authorized user of the vehicle inserts the security token 399

into the OBU’s card reader. The OBU executes a protocol for 400

entity authentication that resists replay attacks. In the case 401

of successful authentication, OBU uses Kjt in the subsequent 402

steps. 403

The OBU generates the anonymous identity AIDijt = 404

{AIDijt,1,AIDijt,2,AIDijt,3}, and the parameters αijt and sijt 405

as follows: 406

wi ∈R Z∗q , AIDijt,1 = wiP (9) 407

AIDijt,2 = Kjt ⊕ h2(wi · PKTA) (10) 408

AIDijt,3 = h4(Kjt ,wi · PKTA,Ti) (11) 409

αijt = h3(AIDijt ,Ti) (12) 410

sijt = wi + αijt ·SK tmod q. (13) 411

The vehicle uses the values generated in the previous step 412

to generate the signature (σijt ) on the message Mi using a 413

variant of the Schnorr signature algorithm [37]. 414

ri ∈ Z∗q , Ri = riP (14) 415

βijt = h4(AIDijt ,Ti,Ri,Mi) (15) 416

σijt = sijt + βijt · rimod q. (16) 417

Finally, the vehicle sends the anonymous identity, the 418

message, and the signature {t, σijt ,Mi,Ri,Ti,AIDijt } to the 419

nearest RSU and the neighboring vehicles. 420

F. MESSAGE VERIFICATION 421

this phase includes the verification of a single message and 422

batch verification of multiple messages. Suppose a vehicle 423

or an RSU wants to check the validity of only one message. 424

In that case, it can verify Eqn. (17). If this vehicle or RSU 425

wants to check the validity of multiple messages belonging 426

to one cluster’s vehicles, it can verify Eqn. (18). 427

If the OBU verifies the signature on a single message, each 428

module uses the public key of the cluster to verify that the 429

message has been sent by one of its members. 430

σijt .P = (sijt + βijt · ri) · P 431

= wi · P+ αijt · SK t .P+ βijt ·r i · P 432

= AIDijt,1 + αijt ·PK t + βijt · Rimod q. (17) 433

If the OBU verifies the signatures on a batch of messages, 434

the module authenticates the messages sent by the vehicles in 435

one cluster using the random vector v = {v1, . . . , vn} and the 436
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FIGURE 4. An overview of the proposed scheme.

following equation:437

(
∑n

i=1
vi·σ ijt )P =

∑n

i=1
(vi · AIDijt,1)(

∑n

i=1
(v
i
· αijt ))PK t438

+

∑n

i=1
(vi · βi · Ri) . (18)439

G. FORGERY NOTIFICATION AND DETECTION OF THE440

IMPERSONATED MESSAGE441

If an adversary obtains the value of SKt, it can generate an442

invalid message {t, σijt ,Mi,Ri,Ti,AIDijt }. In this case, the443

vehicle owner can generate a notification that an adversary444

forged her message {t, σijt ,Mi,Ri,Ti,AIDijt }, the RSU for-445

wards the message to the TA. The TA verifies the message446

and uses SKTA and the following equations to compute Kjt :447

SKTA·AIDijt,1 = SKTA · wi · P = wi·PKTA (19)448

Kjt = AIDijt,2 ⊕ h2
(
SKTA · AIDijt,1

)
. (20)449

If the value of Kjt is valid, the TA computes the tuple450

(Kjt ,wi · PKTA,Ti) and compares the hash value of this tuple451

with AIDijt,3. If they are the same, then the message is a452

valid one. Otherwise, the TA confirms that an attacker has453

tampered with the OBU, revokes the message, and updates454

the private keys stored in the vehicles of the compromised455

cluster. Notice that if it has been detected that the OBU of one456

of sensitive and emergency type vehicles’ clusters (such as457

ambulances or fire engines, police cars, and rescue vehicles)458

has been tampered with, TA will invite the corresponding459

vehicles to update their private keys. If necessary, TA can also460

update the private keys of vehicles belonging to other clusters.461

Private Key Updating Algorithm: in order to mitigate462

attacks that expose the key SK t , it can be updated according463

to a key updating algorithm based on Shamir’s secret sharing 464

scheme [25], [26], ensuring that only the unrevoked vehicles 465

can obtain the updated SK t . 466

To this end, TA chooses a new SK ′t ∈R Z∗q , computes the 467

corresponding PK ′t = SK ′t · P, a random wt ∈R Z∗q and 468

computes the corresponding public key Wt = wt · P, and 469

chooses a random nonce Nt ∈R Z∗q for the t-th cluster; next, 470

it calculates: 471

xjt = PRF
(
h4
(
Kjt , SK t

)
,Nt

)
(21) 472

yjt = PRF
(
h4
(
Kjt , SK t

)
,Nt + 1

)
. (22) 473

Then the TA calculates the points Pjt = (xjt , yjt )(1 ≤ 474

j ≤ J ) and P0t = (0, SK ′t ) where PRF is a pseudo-random 475

function, generates a J -degree interpolated polynomial y = 476

f (x) = SK ′t + a1tx + a2tx
2
+ . . .+ aJtxJ that passes through 477

J + 1 points Pjt (0 ≤ j ≤ J ), and using the polynomial 478

y = f (x), TA produces J new additional random points 479

P′jt (1 ≤ j ≤ J ) on the interpolated polynomial of degree J : 480

y′j = f (j), P′jt = (j, y′j) (1 ≤ j ≤ J). 481

In the next step, TA signs J additional pointsP′jt (1 ≤ j ≤ J ) 482

by calculating: 483

σTA = wt + SKTA · h4
(
PK ′t ,TTA,Nt ,P

′

1t ,P
′

2t , . . . ,P
′
Jt
)

484

×mod q. (23) 485

In this equation TTA is the timestamp of TA. Finally, 486

TA sends the updating message P′jt (1 ≤ j ≤ 487

J ),PK ′t ,Wt ,Nt ,TTA, t where t is the cluster number to all 488

corresponding vehicles through the public channel. 489
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Upon receiving the private key updating message, OBU490

verifies the validity of this message by checking the equation:491

σTA ·P=Wt + h4
(
PK ′t ,TTA,Nt ,P

′

1t ,P
′

2t , . . . ,P
′
Jt
)
· PKTA.492

(24)493

Then OBU calculates P′0t =
(
PRF

(
h4
(
Kjt , SK t

)
,Nt

)
,494

PRF
(
h4
(
Kjt , SK t

)
,Nt + 1

))
, and using J+1 points P′jt (0 ≤495

j ≤ J ) and Lagrange interpolation method calculates SK ′t :496

SK ′t =
∑J

j=0
(y′i ·

∏J

g=0&g6=j
(−x ′g

/(
x ′j − x

′
g

)
). (25)497

Finally, after checking the validity of the equation PK ′t =498

SK ′t · P OBU stores newly updated private key SK ′t securely.499

IV. SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS500

A. SECURITY ANALYSIS501

This section proves that our proposed protocol is privacy-502

preserving and offers unforgeability and a secure private key503

updating algorithm. We also show that our scheme provides504

the following security requirements:505

• revealing and revoking the identity of the users who506

break the rules;507

• detecting the impersonated messages;508

• preserving the identity of other vehicles (even if the509

value of SK t stored in OBUs is leaked); and510

• untraceability and unlinkability of vehicles.511

We further compare the security properties of our scheme512

with other relevant schemes.513

1) UNFORGEABILITY514

The signature generation phase of the proposed scheme has515

been inspired by Schnorr’s signature scheme [37] and the516

signature generation scheme in [8]. The unforgeability of517

our scheme can be easily proven using similar techniques as518

in [8]. Note that, to generate a valid signature, the adversary519

needs the vehicle’s key (Kjt ) in addition to the secret value520

SK t . Hence, even if the information stored in the vehicle’s521

OBU, i.e. (h1(RIDjt ,Kjt ), SK t ) is revealed, the adversary can-522

not obtain a valid Kjt since the cryptographic hash function523

h1 has been modeled as RO; therefore, she cannot gener-524

ate a valid signature. In what follows, having this in mind,525

we prove our scheme is privacy-preserving even if the OBU526

is tampered with.527

2) SECURE PRIVATE KEY UPDATING ALGORITHM528

As has been indicated in Section III, the private key updat-529

ing algorithm has been inspired by the algorithm proposed530

in [24], and according to Theorem 2 of this paper, it meets531

the requirement for a secure private key updating algorithm.532

The main difference with our proposed algorithm is the use533

of SKTA instead of the stored private key in OBUs to sign the534

private key updatingmessage, whichwill prevent the physical535

attacker who obtained the private key stored in OBUs from536

signing the private key updating message on behalf of TA.537

FIGURE 5. Indistinguishability game between Challenger C and
Adversary A.

3) PRIVACY-PRESERVING 538

Formally, privacy-preserving means the adversary who 539

obtained the private key (SK jt ) stored in OBUs cannot guess 540

the vehicles’ real identity and key (Kjt ) from their messages; 541

also, this attacker cannot reveal these values from the OBUs 542

alone. We present our proof in the random oracle model. 543

We consider the game in Figure 5, which runs between 544

a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) adversary A and 545

challenger C . 546

Our scheme is privacy-preserving if the adversary cannot 547

obtain any information from AIDijt about Kjt and RIDjt hav- 548

ing the private key (SK t ); moreover, the adversary cannot 549

compromise any key at the time, and she is not able to 550

deduce which vehicles are close to a single RSU. AIDijt is 551

composed of AIDijt,1,AIDijt,2 and AIDijt,3. AIDijt,3 is equal 552

to h4
(
Kjt ,wi · PKTA,Ti

)
, and since it has been assumed that 553

the hash functions have been modeled as random oracles, the 554

values of h4(Kjt ,wi ·PKTA,Ti) are uniformly distributed, and 555

if the Kjt is large enough, according to Theorem 4.1 of [38], 556

the adversary cannot guess the value of Kjt from AIDijt,3. 557

Therefore it is sufficient to show that the adversary cannot 558

obtain any information about Kjt and RIDjt from the first 559

and second parts of AIDijt . To achieve this goal, we consider 560

AIDijt,1 = wi · P and AIDijt,2 = Kjt⊕h2(wi · PKTA) as an 561

encryption function, and then we prove that it is secure in 562

the sense that it offers indistinguishability of ciphertext under 563

chosen-plaintext attacks. Therefore, according to the security 564

definition of indistinguishability in [39], we can define the 565

security property of our scheme as follows: 566

Definition 1 (Privacy-Preserving): Consider our scheme 567

π = (Gen,Enc,Dec) (Enc means the production of AIDijt 568

from Kjt and Dec means obtaining Kjt (AIDijt ) from AIDijt 569

using SK t ) is privacy-preserving under Chosen Plaintext 570

Attack (CPA) if for all probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) 571
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adversariesA there exist a negligible function negl such that:572

pr[privacy− preservingCPAA,π (1
λ)] ≤ 1/2+ negl(λ). (26)573

Here the probability is taken over the random coins used574

by a Probabilistic Polynomial Time (PPT) adversary A , and575

the random coins used in the experiment (for choosing the576

key, the random bit b, and any random coins used in the577

encryption process). And pr[privacy− preservingCPAA,π (1
λ)] is578

the probability that the adversary wins the following game:579

Setup phase; C generates the private and public parame-580

ters of the system and sends the public parameters and SKj581

stored in the OBU to A, while keeping SKTAsecure.582

Learning phase; in this phase, A has access to hash583

oracles, private keys stored in OBUs (SK t ), the Anonymous584

Identity and Signature generation oracle queries:585

Hash Oracles;A queries the challenger to run one or some586

of the hash functions h1 to h4 with her chosen inputs.587

Anonymous Identity and Signature generation oracle;588

A queries the challenger to run this oracle on Mi and an589

arbitrary Kjt.590

Challenge phase; A queries challenger C with two Kjt.591

C chooses one of them uniformly at random and sends its592

corresponding tuple to A .593

Guess phase; A guesses the Kjt corresponding to594

the received tuple. A wins the game if she guesses the595

correct Kjt.596

This game is illustrated in Figure 5.597

Theorem 1: The proposed scheme is privacy-preserving if598

the hash functions h2 and h4 can be modeled as Random599

Oracles (ROs), and the discrete logarithm problem (DL) in600

G is hard.601

Proof:We prove this theorem by showing that the prob-602

ability that a PPT adversary wins the game of Definition 1 is603

negligibly larger than 1/2 in the security parameter λ.604

Setup Phase: C generates the pair of private and pub-605

lic parameters of the system by running the algorithm606

(SK t ,PK t )← Gen() and (SKTA,PKTA)← Gen() and sends607

the public parameters as well as SK t stored in the OBU to A .608

Consider that C keeps SKTA secure.609

1st Query Phase: after receiving the public parameters as610

well as SK t , the adversary A has access to the following611

oracles for a polynomial bounded number of queries:612

Simulating the Hash Oracle: A queries the challenger613

to run one of the hash functions h1 to h4 with her chosen614

inputs. If the input in i-th query, qi, has not been computed615

before, C responds with a random response hj(qi) chosen616

uniformly from its output domain, stores the pair (qi, hj(qi))617

in its database, and sends hj(qi) toA . Otherwise, C sends the618

hj(qi) stored in its database to A.619

Simulating Anonymous Identity and Signature Generation620

Oracle:A queries the challenger to run this oracle onMi and621

an arbitraryKjt . A receives the tuple (j, σijt ,Mi,Ri,Ti,AIDijt )622

from C .623

Challenge Phase: the adversary chooses two Kjts, say624

K0t and K1t , and asks the challenger to send her back625

the tuple corresponding to one of them. The challenger626

chooses one of them uniformly at random and sends the tuple 627

(t, σibt ,Mi,Ri,Ti,AIDibt ) where b ∈ {0, 1}. The only value 628

in this tuple that includes information about Kjt and RIDbt , 629

is AIDibt = {AIDibt,1,AIDibt,2,AIDibt,3} where AIDibt,1 = 630

wi · P, AIDibt,2 = Kbt ⊕ h2(wi · PKTA) and AIDibt,3 = 631

h4 (Kbt ,wi · PKTA,Ti). 632

2nd Query Phase: after receiving the challenge-response 633

exchange (t, σibt ,Mi,Ri,Ti,AIDibt ), the adversary A has 634

access to the hash oracle defined in the 1st query phase. 635

Guess phase; A guesses the Kjt corresponding to the 636

received tuple.A wins the game if she guesses the correct Kjt. 637

Therefore, to prove Theorem 1, it suffices to show: 638

pr [success]=pr[IDpreservingCPAA,π (1
λ)] ≤ 1/2+ negl (λ) . 639

(27) 640

Here pr[success] is the adversary’s probability of winning 641

the privacy-preserving game; we also consider ‘‘Query’’ as 642

querying the correct wi ∈R Z∗q from the Oracles. 643

As we know; pr[success] = pr[success ∩ Query] + 644

pr[success ∩ ¯Query] ≤ pr[Query] + pr[success ∩ ¯Query] 645

which result in: 646

pr[success] ≤ pr[success| ¯Query]+ pr[Query]. (28) 647

Here, the probability of the attacker’s success without 648

querying the correct wi is equal to a random guess, therefore: 649

pr[success|Query] = 1/2. (29) 650

Also, if Q(λ) is the number of queries from ‘‘generating 651

anonymous ID and signature Oracle,’’ and pr[Solving-DL- 652

Problem] is the probability of solving the DL problem, the 653

probability of querying the correct wi from the Oracles will 654

be computed as: 655

pr[Query] = Q(λ)/2^λ+ Pr[Solving− DL − Problem] 656

= negl(λ). (30) 657

As a result of (29) and (30), we have: 658

pr
[
ID− preservingCPAA,π

(
1λ
)]
≤ 1/2+ negl (λ) (31) 659

Thus, adversary A cannot do better than randomly guess- 660

ing the value of b, if the hash functions can be modeled as 661

random oracles and if solving the discrete logarithm problem 662

is hard. Therefore, obtaining Kjt and RID from the anony- 663

mous ID is impossible for the PPT attacker, and the proposed 664

scheme is privacy-preserving. � 665

In the following, we use Theorem 1 to explain the 666

unique properties of the proposed scheme compared to other 667

schemes: 668

Revealing the identity of violators and revoking their 669

identities. After verifying the suspiciousmessages and ensur- 670

ing no information has been leaked from an OBU, the TA can 671

find out the key (Kjt ) of the vehicle using Eqn. (19) and (20). 672

Then, it can obtain the corresponding RID from its database. 673

This property is one of the advantages of our scheme com- 674

pared to other TRD-aided CPPA schemes. In those schemes, 675
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TABLE 2. Comparison of security properties of the schemes in the literature with our novel scheme in the case of tampering.

TABLE 3. The definition of the operations used in the protocols.

the violator can claim that the message has been sent by an676

attacker who obtained some information from TRD.677

In other words, the proposed scheme adds a property sim-678

ilar to a fail-stop signature [40] to the existing TRD-aided679

CPPA schemes, which allows the owner of the vehicle to680

prove that she didn’t sign the impersonated message.681

Detecting the impersonated messages. As described,682

during forgery notification and the detection of the imper-683

sonated messages, TA can verify the validity of the suspi-684

cious messages using the private key SKTA and determine685

whether a message is an impersonated or valid message.686

Hence, TA will be able to detect whether tampering has687

occurred.688

No leakage of information about the identity of other689

vehicles and no impersonation of other vehicles by leakage690

of information fromanOBU. Even if the value of SK t stored691

in OBU is leaked to an adversary, she cannot compute the692

Kjt of other vehicles: indeed, the adversary cannot find the693

private key of the TA; moreover, Kjt and RIDjt have not been694

stored in the OBU. Moreover, Eqns. (9-11) show that the 695

adversary needs a valid Kjt added to SK t to impersonate a 696

valid vehicle which is impossible, as has been shown in the 697

proof of Theorem 1. 698

Untraceability of vehicles by an adversary and unlink- 699

ability of vehicle identities even if the secret information 700

is leaked from an OBU. Even if the adversary obtains the 701

stored values in the OBU, since she cannot compute RIDjt 702

and Kjt using this information and since AIDijt is updated 703

based on each timestamp, the adversary cannot trace the 704

vehicle. In contrast, in TRD-aided CPPA schemes [9], [10], 705

[11], [24], the adversary can trace other vehicles by obtaining 706

the information stored in the TRD. Moreover, in RSU-aided 707

schemes [19], [20], the unlinkability property of themessages 708

issued from a vehicle in an area covered by an RSU has not 709

been considered. In contrast, the proposed scheme provides 710

this property by using a pseudonymous identity, that varies 711

with the time stamp. Table 2 compares the security properties 712

of the proposed scheme with some other related works. 713
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TABLE 4. The estimated computational time (in ms) of each protocol for sending n messages in the range of a single RSU.

TABLE 5. The estimated communicational imposed delay (in ms) and total delay (in ms) of each protocol for sending n messages in the range of a single
RSU.

B. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS714

In the proposed scheme, unlike the RSU-aided schemes [1],715

[4], [14], [19], [20], [21], the vehicles need to establish a716

communication with the TA for verifying only the suspicious717

messages. This improves the efficiency of our scheme com-718

pared to RSU-aided CPPA schemes.719

Here, we compare the efficiency of the proposed scheme720

with competing schemes. We use the notation of Table 3 for721

the execution time of operations as well as the delay required722

to establish communication between the entities in the net- 723

work to compute the efficiency of each scheme. According to 724

[8] and [20], the execution time of each of the operationsmen- 725

tioned in Table 3 using the Miracl library running on an Intel 726

Core i7-4770 at 3.4 GHZ with 4 GB memory are as follows: 727

Th = 0.0001 (ms), Tm = 0.442 (ms), Teca = 0.0018 (ms), 728

Tbp = 4.2 (ms), Tmtp = 4.406 (ms), Tmp−bp = 1.7 (ms), 729

Tenc = 0.7 (ms), TMAC = 0.00074 (ms), Tp = 0.45 (ms) . 730

Note that the execution time of the binary addition (T⊕) is 731
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FIGURE 6. Total computation time and communication delay of each
protocol.

negligible, and to have a fair comparison with the introduced732

schemes in [14], [19], and [20], according to [41], we choose733

0.5s as the optimum value for 2TdR−O + 2TdR−T, so that the734

delay time of these schemes will be minimum.735

According to [10], we assume that one notification mes-736

sage is released per ten traffic information messages; hence737

we can consider that TRNM equals 0.1Tp. Tables 4 and 5738

show the computational cost and communication delay of the739

schemes.740

In our scheme, vehicles do not need to be authenticated741

in each RSUs range; therefore, as shown in Table 5, the742

estimated time cost of our scheme is significantly less than743

that of [14], [19], and [20].744

In [14], it is assumed that the distance between two con-745

tiguous RSUs is 600 meters, and the speed of one vehicle is746

between 0-120 km/h; therefore, in the RSU-aided schemes,747

each vehicle should be authenticated every 36 seconds, and748

these vehicles can send maximum 50 messages in the range749

of each RSU (0 ≤ n ≤ 50). This necessity of permanent750

communication with the TA and RSUs imposes much higher751

communication costs on network elements.752

As shown in Table 4, the proposed scheme is comparable753

with the schemes of [8], [10], and [14] in terms of computa-754

tional overhead. Still, Table 5 shows that in our scheme, and755

the schemes in [8], [10], and [24], there is no communication756

between ‘‘vehicle and RSU’’ and between ‘‘RSU and TA,’’757

contrary to the scheme [14], [19], [20] which needs perma-758

nent communication between ‘‘RSU and TA’’ and ‘‘vehicle759

and RSU.’’ Table 2 also shows that the schemes in [8], [9],760

[10], [19], [20], and [24] cannot provide unlinkability, while761

this is a critical privacy requirement for VANETs. Our novel762

scheme provides the necessary security and privacy require-763

ments, including unlinkability, detection of forged messages,764

protection against identity leakage and impersonation of765

vehicles, anonymity, and the privacy-preserving property of766

Definition 1.767

The scheme introduced in [14] provides similar security 768

and privacy properties to the proposed scheme and has the 769

lowest computational cost. However, Table 5 shows that in 770

this scheme, each OBU needs 2n+2 communications to send 771

nmessages while traveling inside the range of an RSU, which 772

imposes a significant delay. 773

Therefore, our scheme is more efficient than the scheme 774

in [14]. Figure 6 shows the total computation time and com- 775

munication delay of each protocol for sending n messages 776

in the range of a single RSU. As indicated, vehicles can 777

send a maximum of 50 messages in the range of each RSU 778

(0 ≤ n ≤ 50); therefore, we have computed the values for 779

n=1, 25, and 50. Also, in Figure 6, the amount of nTdO−O 780

has been ignored because it is equal in all schemes. 781

V. CONCLUSION 782

This paper proposes a novel privacy-preserving authentica- 783

tion scheme that takes advantage of the existing RSU-aided 784

and TRD-aided CPPA schemes while improving their secu- 785

rity and efficiency. We proved the security of our scheme in 786

the random oracle model and showed it provides the secu- 787

rity and privacy requirements of VANETs. Our performance 788

comparison results show that our scheme has a lower com- 789

putational and communication cost compared to RSU-aided 790

schemes, and its cost is comparable to that of TRD-aided 791

CPPA schemes. 792
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